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Abstract

In a recent paper, Wolpin (1982) presents a new test of Friedman's

permanent income hypothesis (PIH). In this note we question the novelty

of the test and point out some alternative hypotheses which are equally

compatible with Wolpin's evidence.
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1. Introduction
In a recent issue of this Review, Wolpin (1982) presents a new test

of Friedman's (1957) permanent income hypothesis (PIH) using survey data

from India. The test results appear to support the permanent income

hypothesis; in particular, the estimated elasticity of consumption with

respect to permanent income is close to one.

In this note we question the extent to which (1) Wolpin's test goes

beyond the tests applied by Friedman himself, and (2) his results could

not alternatively be explained by competing theories such as versions of

the life cycle and relative income hypotheses. Indeed, since (as

pointed out below) Wolpin does nothing more than to explain the mean

consumption in a district r{ith.the mean income in that district, we find

his results are compatible not only with the PIH but also with either of

the ?forementic~ned alternatives.

2. The Model and the Test

The consumption function is postulated as

(1) c - apyp t utj tj tj ,

where ctj is the consumption of household j at time t, ytj is per-

manent income of household j at time t, ap is the elasticity of

consumption with respect to permanent income, and utj is white noise

uncorrelated with ytj. All variables are in logs and in deviation from

mean form. Permanent income is modelled after Sargent (1978). If yPj
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were replaced by observed income of household j at time t, ytj, the

estimates of ap would be ,inconsístent. Wolpin suggests the following

ímproved instrumental variable estimator for ap:

M M
(2) ap - j~1 ctjwtJ,j~l ytjwtj

where M is the number of households in the sample, and the instru-

mental variable wtj is an indicator of rainfalll during the period

1921-1950 in the district where household j is located. The consurr;u-

tion and income data pertain to three consecutive years, 1968-69,

1969-70 and 1970-71.

Thus, the rainfall data -are from a period far removed from the

period in which consumption and income have been observed. This allows

Wolpin to claim that his instruments, although unrelated to the random

fluctuations in income caused by year-to-year fluctuations in weather

during the sample period, are related to the permanent components of the

weather in each district, which, in turn, are related to permanent

income. As a result, wtj satisfies the requirements for an instrumental

variable.

The estimation method is then applied both to the 1970-1971 sample

and the pooled three-year sample (1968-69, 1969-70, 1970-71) and for

each of two definitions of consumption (a direct measure calculated as

the sum of individual consumption expenditures and an indirect measure

calculated as income minus savings). The estimates of ap, which vary

between 0.907 (with a standard error (s.e.) of 0.037) and 1.024 (s.e. -

0.030), are r~emarkably close to one, and substantially higher than those

obtained from the same data but different instruments. Since by virtue
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of the log-linear specifications, ap is an elasticity, which, according

to Friedman's PIH should be equal to one, Wolpin argues that his

improved instrumental variable approach provides greater support for PIH

than those approaches used by other reseachers.

3. A Critique and a Generalization
Notice from equation (2) that wtj does not vary over j, but only

over districts. Let ws be the value of wtj for district s(s - 1,...,

S) and let cs and ys be mean consumption and income in the sample in
district s. Equation (2) can.thus be written as

(3) áp -(~s ws Ns cs)~(~s ws Ns Ys) ,

where N is the number of observations in district s. Hence, Wolpin'ss
improved estimate of ap estimates nothing else than the elasticity of

mean district consumption with respect to mean district income.

Although this does not invalidate Wolpin's estimate of ap, given model

(1), it implies that Wolpin does not go much beyond Friedman (1957) in

demonstrating that ap would be higher the more broadly defined the

group.

The evidence is also compatible with other models. As one example,

let us consider the following model:

(4) ctj - apytj f byLj f Et~

where ctj, ap, yt~ have the same meaning as before and yt~ is a convex
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combination of permanent log-incomes in the reference group of individ-

ual j; etj is an i.i.d. error term with zero mean. Equation (4) there-

fore relates one's 4onsumption both to one's own permanent income and to

the permanent income of one's reference group.

This model thus blends the basic ideas of the PIH with that of the

relative income hypothesis. Atlhough it is definitely not the only

possible generalization, because of its simplicity it is useful for

illustrative purposes. The motivation for using permanent income rather

than measured income as the relevant income of the reference group lies

in the presumption that peoples' preferences regarding consumption would

be primarily influenced by the permanent (as opposed to transitory) con-

sumption behavior of those in the reference group, permanent consumption

in turn being succinctly represented by permanent income.2

Let us further assume (1) that reference groups do not cross dis-

trict boundaries and (2) that within the district ytj is a random draw-

ing from a distribution with mean mP. Let wtj be the non-negative

weight given by household j to household i in determinining yptj'
That is:

(5) Ytj - ~i wjiYPi

where the summation takes place over all households in the district,

~iwji - 1, wjj - 0. Therefore, we have

(6) E yPj - iiwjiEypi - ~iwjimP - mti .
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Combining (6) with (4), we obtain

(7) Ect~ - apEYp~ t bEYp~ - (aptb)mt .

This equation relates mean district consumption to mean district per-

manent income. Since mt is not directly observable and has to be

replaced by an estimate of inean district income, instrumental variables

estimation is appropriate. What is being estimated by (3) is now not

ap, but (aptb), i.e., it encompasses both permanent income and refereiice

group effects.

Given t.hat district rainfall data are used to construct instru-

mental variables, there is no.way to discriminate between (1) and (4).

Since, however, social science research has provided us with consider-

able evideticé ti~at ~-eferer~ce groups co-determir.e almOst 3ny asnect of

human behavior,3 it would be very surprising if reference groups would
not play a role in consumption. Because of the existence of plausible

alternatives, therefore, meaningful tests of the permanent income hypo-

thesis should exclude at least some competing theories (as Friedman

himself did rather extensively for certain versions of the relative

income hypothesis).

To show that Wolpin's results are also compatible with the life

cycle hypothesis assume the following formulation of the life-cycle

hypothesis

(8) ct~ - a(P)t~ } bYt.J } ct,l
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where (P)tj is real wealth of household j in year t, ytj is income of

household j in year t, a- L1T , b- N-T , L- expected age at death

of average household member, N- expected age at retirement of the

typical householder and T- age of the typical householder. If initial

wealth is negligible ( as would seem fairly realistic for rural India at

the time of the survey), (p)tj - TYtj(1 - N). If in addition with rela-

tively short life expectancy N-~ L, the life cycle model (8) reduces to

ctj - L ytj ~ ytj~ This implies that as N-~ L the parameter estimates

of this special case of the life cycle hypothesis given by equation (8)

would be approximately equal to a - 0, b- 1, which closely approximate

the results obtained by Wolpin.4

4. Conclusion
Wolpin has provided an apparently novel test of the permanent

income hypothesis. On closer inspection however, the test appears to be

based on data that is so highly aggregated that in fact Wolpin's test

cannot distinguish among the PIH, the reference group effects of a

modified version af the relative income hypothesis or a special version

of the life-cycle hypothesis. In no way do we wish to imply that it is

impossible to discriminate between (1), (4) and (8), only that Wolpin

did not do so. Indeed the data used by Wolpin could in principle allow

for consistent estimation of the parameters in (4) so that the relative

contributions of permanent income and reference group effects to the

explanation of consumption could be ascertained.
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Footnotes

1To be precise: average yearly rainfall and its square, average number
of days of rain per year and its square, the interaction of the two
averages, and the coefficients of variation of rainfall and days of
rain.

2Assume for example the following relationship explaining permanent
consumption of individual j at time t, ctj:

(a) ctJ - aytJ } ~ct.l

where ctj is mean permanent consumption in individual j's reference
group. If the same relation holds for all individuals in this reference
group, aggregation yields ctij - la~ ytj. Substituting this back into
(a) implies oquation (4) with b- a~!(?-~) and Etj equal to transitory
consumption.

3See, e.g., Hyman and Singer (1968).

4A textbook demonstration of this is given in problem 5(p. 178)
Dornbusch and Fisher (1981).
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